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1. Introduction 

The relevance of inatanton configurationa /1,2/ in the vacuum 
of quantized Yang-Mills theoriea has been newly confirmed by lat
tice inveatigationa /3-6/, recently. Similarly to what has been 
exercized originally in the noo-linear 0(3) õ-model /7,8/, the 
quantum fluctuations manifested in Monte-Carlo generated equilibri
um field configurations have been smoothed away by a relaxation pro
cedure ("cooling"), leaving quasistable background fielda with ac
tions and well-defined topological charges in close correspondence 
to eontinuum multi-instantons. Moreover, massleas staggered lattiee 
fermions find a number of zero-modes carried by these baekground 
fields in atriet ao cordance to the Atiyah-Singer index theorem /4/ 
(modulo fermion doubling) for (anti-) selfdual Yang-Mills fielda. 
A background topologieal susceptibility has been estimated /4,5,9/ 
reaaonably close to the phenomenologically expected value, in spite 
of the relatively small lattices simulated so far. 

Obviously, it ia interesting to investigate on the lattice 
other models, too, which posaess topologieal excitations. Examples 
recently studied are the Georgi-Glashow model /10/ and a three
dimensional spin model /11/. In this paper we address the topologi
cally rton-trivial excitations of the 2D Abelian Higgs modele The 
classical field equations of this model are known to have multi
vortex solutions /12-16/. The latter describe tranelation invariant 
quantized magnetic flux tube configurations within the 3D pheno

/' 
men~logical Ginzburg-Landau theory of superconductivity /17/. To 
our knowledge, not much is known about the explicit form of general 

li solutione beyond exietence theorema and Bome basic properties of 

í I 
multi-vortices. T~erefore, a 
some more useful information 

numerical etudy like oure may provide 
for those interested in superconduc

tors. However, the seope of our present investigation is merely to 
demonstrate that "lattice vortices" ean be identified at alI and 
possese characterietice known from their continuum eounterparts. 
As far as the Euclidean quantized 1+1 D Abelian Higgs ~odel is 
concerned, we want to address the question as well, whether a di
lute gae picture can be substantiated. A first and preliminary 
study of this kind was publiehed in Ref./18/. 

AdditionaÍly, on the tecbnieal side, we take the opportunity 
of the 2D model juet to gather more experience with relaxation 
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procedures and with applying various lattice prescriptions for the 
topological charge. In particular, we' ahall be able to be more ex
plicit about the role of "dislocatione" /19,7/, a notion which 
compris6s shortest-range lattice excitations which still do carry 
a topological charge (according to one or another lattice prescrip
tion). nislocations are blamed to obscure the topological charge 
to be ascribed to the generia strongly fluctuating Monte-Carlo con
figul'ution. Therefore, they may be the cause for Monte-Carlo over
estimates of the 'topological susceptibility /19/ and for deviations 
trom scaling. 

In order to make the papel' selfexplanatory, we will reproduce 
the main facta concerning the continuum theor:y in Section 2, before 
we are formulating the'model on the lattiae in Seation J. Uifferent 
relaxation procedures are described in Section 4, followed by a 
presentation of the numerical results in Sectioo 5. The conclusions 
are to be drawn in Section 6. 

2. The	 Abeliao Higgs model and its vortex solutions 

We consider an Abelian gauge field Ai coupled to a complex 
scalar Higgs field ~ in two (Euclidean) dimensione. The aation 
of the model ia defined 

s ==	 .rd2. x {~ F.f + IDi~l2. + fi (1~1:I. - r2y} (2.1) 

with F. o 'd·A· - a-A· and D. a 'do - igA.
'J - 1 J J 1	 I' I 

Th~ 8calar selfcoupling Â ia underatood positive. Thus, we are 
in the Higgs phase describing a neutral scalar and a neutral vec
tor boson with masses 

ms =	 z f (i\ and mv =- 12' fg (2.2) 

resp~ctivelY. In the following we will put f2 = 1/2. 
AlI fiald configurations can be ~ubdivided into equivalence 

classes labelled by an integer topological oharge 

= -Jl..	 fd2.x- ê.· F. ~t Sd
2 f 1:t. (2.3)Q	 4íi J IJ IJ x 

The latter can be rewritten as a sum of winding numbers correa
ponding to the homotopy group í11( S1) of mappings from a compact 
one-dimensional manifold S1 onto the gauge group U(1). E.g., if 
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asymptotically 

t (1'1 G) f''UlfJJ, 1([6) !I e iC{J(C9)f U(~ J 
t!l/lel-ao 

k(r.GJ .. ~ 
1 .	 r __ 00 19 

then	 we get a oontribution 

w =- -.i .+: dJ('A· = 
00 ,zíl' ':Y 1, 

r-lJO 

'(2.4) 
'l..{-ICe) 'di u(e) 

to Q from a contour at infinity: 

:l:ii d1r 1 
-' Jq(9 11-· ZE (2.5)-líl c/ e 

o 

The clasaieal tield equationa are the following ones 

'é). r.. = 2 1m (4) .Dj cf» I 
l, \3 

(2.6) 
J)2ep = 2 (t ~ (/ep)'- i) 

The character of their solutiona atrongly dependa on the ratio of 
the eouplinge í\ and g2 

b =.	 Z í\ (2.7)
92. 

In the context of the Ginzburg-Landau theory b = 1 characteri 
zea the transition between type I superconductivity (b<1, com
plete expulaion of magnetic flux) and type 11 euperconductivity 
(b> 1, with gradual penetration of magnetic flux tubes repelling 
each other). 

In this papel' we concentrate 00 the case b = 1, for which 
Bogomolny has proveo the bound /13/ 

S~í1N IQI = N I N=0,1,2" .. (2.8) 

and for whioh the only smooth eolutiôns with finite action are 
known	 to be either exact N-vortex or N-antivortex configura. 
tions,	 saturating the Bogomolny bound in (2.8) /15/. Thue, for 
b = 1	 there ia a close analogy to the 4D Yang-Mills theory. 
The multi-(anti-) vorticea are localized around the pointlike 
zeros	 of the Higga field ~ • They .satisfy an exponential bound 

(f2. - 1~12.) ~ M exp (- (1-€) ms/xl) 
(2.9) 

~J..	 ~ M exp (- (1-€) mvlx/) J 
a 
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we demand finite action, i.e. the following pure gauge bebaviour 
with	 certain numbers O<E: and 0< M(é )<00 /12,15/. 

3.	 The Abelian Riggs model on the lattice 

We start with the Wilson-like lattice action 
2	 2 2 

SL = L f /61 (1 - COs Gp(n)) + (jz tE [I?mf t- Rr) - } 
n	 , 

- 2 R Rn~i Cos( l.fMi: -<fV\ -ten,i.)l + P:3 (1(: - fZY] (J.1)I1 

where en'; represents the compact link variables U i c exp ie i ,...	 n , n ,
(i = 1,2), and tbe Higgs fields reaide on the lattice sitas 

n =xn : ~n = exp ifn • 8 ( n ) abbreviates the plaquette angle,Rn p
i. e., 

0pCt"J ) =- Gn,'l + Gnt4' ,2 - Gnt2,1 - Gn,'l	 (J.2) 

In th. naive continuum limit (wi th lattice spacing a - O ) one 
realizes tbat (J.1) turns into (2.1) witb tbe identification of 
the coupling constante 

." and(3-1 = cfg4 ~:J,= 1. fJ>3= ~Q2 D.3) 

Adhering to the -caae of b = 1 , we find that the (clasaical) con

tinuum limit corresponds to simultaneousl:y ~1 ~ eu and P3 ----. O 

with. 

-12. ~~	 ~3 D.4) 

kept	 fixed. 
To our knowledge the continuum lim1t of the corresponding 

quantized theor:y has not :yet been investigated. We do not know, 
therefore, about the existence of an:y "scal1ng window" and bow 
~1 should be related to the lattice spacing a. In our numeri
cal ~nvestigat1ons we took ~1 ~ 0.5 and worked on a 16 2 

latt1ce. w1th peri,odic boundar:y cond1t1ons. 
Several topolog1cal oharge definit10ns 00 a lattice have 

been d1scussed recentl~ b:y Panag1ótakopoulos /20/. He argued 
that LUsoherls prescript10n to conatruot the oharge lo'cally in 
term~ of trans1t1on. tucct10ns relating the gauges defined 

throughout adjacent cells /21/, ia equ1valent in the preeeot con

4 

text	 to 

...,
Qt., ~ " [e (n)]	 (J.5)6 p )~" n 

where [G pl instructs to reduce the plaquette angles to the in
terval [- 'il ,+ íI]. QL is invariant under continuous deforma
tions of the lattice field as long as no exceptional configura
tions are involved. Such configurations, for which the topologi
ca'l charge cannot be assigned unambiguously have [r9 ( n )] = ±u p
for one plaquette, at leaat. 

The so-called "background charge" operator proposed b:y 
PanagiotakopouloB /20/ disregards alI local excitations with 
large plaquette actions 

-1 - <.05 . eP > E. 
I v< € c 2 (J.6) 

and replaces their contribution by 

Qs = ~ 2: [..6 8p(n)] + ~ L [0p (n')J. (J.7)
B	 .z 11 l:'€ I')fõ ~E. .G 11 n' 

~ê denotes the maximall:y connected clusters of "excited" pla
quettee falling under inequalit:y (3.6) and thoee having a common 
lin~ with them. The remaining sum in (J.7) runs over the "normal" 
plaquettes. Qi happene to be unambiguousl:y defined as long as 

[L1 <9p(n) J =\= ±íI . 
n,~t 

Obvd ouaLv , it is onl:y in the continuum limit P1-00 that "ex
cited" plaquettes receive a van í.ah ng statistical weigbt. Thue,í 

strictl:y onl:y in tbie limit one ie allowed to let ê tend to 
zero. 

4. Cooling the gauge and Higge fields 

Raving at our dispoeal generic Monte-Carlo generated equili 
brium field configurationa, our aim ia to emooth the quantum fluc
tuationa b:y minimizing the action SL. Approximate eolutions of 
the claseical equations of motion should become graduall:y dia
cernible before ooe runs into relativel:y long-living field confi
gurat~ons, beins quasi-stable under the cooliog iterationa. 
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The firat procedure which comes in mind is the Metropolis 
Monte-Carlo algorithm modified as to accept only those (s~all) 

stochastic changes that lower the action. But,whenever we applied 
this method we found the fields trapped in artificial "atat í.onarv" 

points wi th action large compared to few muItiplea of íI we ex
pect according to Eq. (2.8). 

One does not encounter this problem using the following 
method, that we call "deterministic" cooling in contradistinction 
to the previous one. This 'procedure haa been successfully applied 
in th~ Yang-Mills case before /3,4/. It ia a local pr.ocess, toe, 
in so fax one tries to solve the coupled system of the four equa
tions of motion 

'C>SL 
=0 with '"X~ ~ (Gn,1 ,Qn,2. I R'1 , fn) (4.1) 

'OX~ 

leaving the other degrees of freedom ( 'X ~ , m '" n) un t ouched , 
The Eqs. (4.1) have to be supplemented with the seoond derivative 
constraints ('à2.ÇL/'aX~ 'dX~ positive definite). It 'Ls diffi 
cult to solve the equations (4.1) simultaneously. ~herefore, we 

decided to replace succeasively the old variables e l' e 2'n , n , 
Rn, <f n by the solutions of the corresponding e quat ã on :out of 
(4.1), betore stepping to the next sita in a standard eequence. 
Tbe dependence on the particular euccession ot exposing the ditfe
rent degrees of freedom to ~elaxation is certainly a disadvantage 
ot this coo11ng procedure. The equation containing 'ÔSL /0 ~ 

leads to a cubic equation • From ite coefticients one can infer 
thàt tbe ex1stence ot a zero solution. tor instance in the vor
tex soul, presupposes that 

2~t, fZ ~ O. ( 4.2) 
(33 

Indeed, thie can be assumed to be the case in the continuum li 
mit ( (33 - O). The deterministic cooling changee the action 
drastically and , ac tiua'LLv , drives the configuration rapidly into 
the trivial one. 

Tberetore. we have applied. instead, the amooth "relaxation" 
procedure, which accomplisbes an evolution of the field configu
ration in "time" 7:' according to tbe relâ.xation equations 

d ít n 
O(. 

'dSL	 ( 4.3) 
d'L 'a 'X~ 

6 

which one can imagine as Langevin equations (widely applied in 
simulating quantum systems) having the noise switched off. 
Actually, the fields evolve according to successive replacements 

O(. _ (o<.) _ ( lX.) _ ~ ~ IX I'! X I') ne.w - 'X ~ olet ,ti c D o{ ( 4 • 4) 
'a X1'1	 o/c:{ 

for alI degreea of freedom· 'X: = (e n , 1 ' en , 2' R rn ) simuln, 
taneously. The time step ~~ can be chosen appropriately to 
ensure a gentle relaxation. 

The practical experience with this method ,showed, however, 
that alI configurations stabilized intermediately with uniform
ly almost vanishing Higgs field, such that 

(4.5)SL ~	 Sc.rit = ~ ~3f~ 
n 

and the small actual difference is accounted for by the gauge 
field action alone. It was interesting to notice that the topo
logical charge (3.5) remaine constant through the whole criti 
caI region. In order to accelerate the adjustment of the Higga 
field to the frozen topology of the gauge field, we applied 
deterministic cooling within the region 

( 4.6)1.25	 Sc.rit ~ SL ~ Sc.rit 

where it changes the configuration still gently. Afterwards, 
the cooling procedure switches back to relaxation. 

The driving "forces" in Eq. (4.3) ean be used at the sarne 
time to quantify the degree of violation of the equations of 
motion by the actual lattice contiguration. We detine the 

quantity 

Li:;.	 L: (( ~5L )Z 1" ( 8SL)~ to ( eSI. t t (1JsL/1) (4.7) 
11 raen:1 '09n,1 'O RI'! 0epn 

as a measure of "classicality" of a given configuration. 

5. Resulte 

For couplings ~1 = 0.5 and 1.0 we have generated 
equilibrium samples of 50 and 100 configurations, reapec
tively, by tbe Metropolia method. The hot start we began 
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Pig. 1.	 T~p1cal relaxat10n bistories exhibiting quasi-stable 
baokground oonfiguratione (B m 0.5).1 
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from obtained angle variables uniformly distributed over (-~,+$) 

and tbe	 radial modes cboeen according to an ultralocal distribu
tion (depending on tbe Higgs potential alone). Tbe standard 
Metropolis Monte-Carlo was performed witb maximall~ 20 hits per 
degree of freedom. 50 sweeps bave been discarded for Ilequilibra
tion" and the samples above were formed b:y configurations drawn 
successivel:y after eacb 10 sweeps in between. Each configuration 
from tbe respective semple bas been subject to relaxation accor
ding to	 (4.4) witb ~~= 0.1 (excep~ for tbe intermediate de
term1nistic cooling). After eacb relaxation step tbe total action 

• (3.1),	 tbe topological char-ge (3.5) and tbe "classicali t:yll Ll 

(4.7) were monitored globall~ and locall:y• 
T:ypical relaxation bistories are sbown in Fig. 1. We see 

cascading plateaus witb quantized action values and witb (integer) 
topological cbarges related one to anotber as 

S1- :: I 9L.I . Ir/.. (P1)	 (5.,1) 

Tbe quantum of action,í1L, bas been measured to be 

ílL (0.5)	 ~ 2.9b íl
L 

( 1.o) ~ 3.OG • 

From a ver:y few configuratione generated at bigber ~1 values 
we bave	 found b~ tbe same ~ooling procedure 

íl (~.o)	 ~ 3.10 1Ij. (10.0) ~ 3.1~ 
L 

Tbis suffices to see tbat 7JI L tenda to ~ in tbe continuUID" 
limit B ~ 00 • To be more precise, we determined the ra

1 
tio SL / IQLI alwa:ys for tbose plateau configurations (marked 
b:y arrows in Fig. 1) whicb minimall:y violate tbe equations of 
motion (4.1). T~e corresponding values of ~ for long-living 
plateaus (several bundred iterations) are of tbe respective ar
der of magnitude 

5	 6).
t:.(%1=O.5) ~ 0(10- ) , t::,(f"'1.0) ~ 0(10

We alao	 observe tbat the average life-time (plateau length) in

creases witb ~1Q 
If we keep always the first (higbest) sboulder, we are able 
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QB ao QL.' (5.2)' 

~1 o , 2 I' ~ 5' 6 Q 

No./E Na
b) Q 

(31 .. 1.0 

.1 

/ 

and oooled at ~1	 • 1.0 • le feel justified to call the q~a8i
stable tield oontigurationa "1attice (ant~-) vortio0a". W. should 
mention that the	 alear pattern of rotationa1 s~metr~ 18 visible 

-3 -2 -1 O	 1 2 3 " 5 6 7 8 on1~ in the Higga tield modu1us. The phase8.'n generioall~ tluoQ I ....
 
tuate 8trong~~ trom lattioe sit. to sitel W. did oot tr~ to use 

, , gauge treedom to smooth this behaviour to be 1eft "ith apure, 
\

Pig. 2. Topologioal background charge distributions	 J, monotonic riae of the phases a10ng pathes circumtering the vortex 

-5 -4 

to assign a "'baokground topolo,giaal charge" to aI1~ 01' the Monte 
Carlo equilibrium contigurations (not to be oontused with,detinl
tion (3.7». In this way _., have tound the ~baok~roun~ chárge" 
distribut10na ot. Figa. za, b. 01' ecurse , relaxation bÜrt.oriee, 
whioh do not pasa through an~ plateau at all, are the most pro
babl$ oOee. Di.tributiona ot th1~.~ind oan serve in prinoiple to 
determine a "baokground topologiaa! BU8ceptlb11it~n, similar to11 wbat hll8., been 'done. i~' Reti!9~' /4,5,9/.	 .

.fI lo» tbe IJámPle' ~t oODtlf&U1'at~one.geDerated at (31. 0.5 "8 

have teattd àleó th_ rel;1ab11:lt~ of the baokgroun~ oharge operator 
~ (Acoo~ding to Éq. (3.7», that had the pUrpose to oircumvent 
ill-detined topologies 1'01' oonfigúrations contain1ng ~%oea8iveL1 

exoited plaquettes. Alrea~ 1'01' €. 0..5 -: 0.65 \te realized on 
ihe pl'ateaus &1"818 

~.e.,the quasi-stable pla~eau 60ntiguratlons P9ssess àn unambi~ 

guously def1ned topolog1. 
le sho" in lig. j the denaities 91' the 'action (a) and of 

the t,pológioal o~A1'ge Qx, (b) for ,a Qx,. -1 contigurat1on 
(genel'ated and eooled at (.51. 2.0 ), whicÍi turne out to b~ a 
olearl~ looalized, vortex-like object. It i8 ib~ere.ting to see 
ho" this struot~e ia ret1.ote4 b~ the modulu. ot'the Higge 
tield I~ô I • Ro • In )11&.4••eh~~e' p10tted 1'2 -; ~ as a func
tion of x1 end %2. J1g. 4b ~r.8ent~ the same quantit~ loga
rithmioa11~ versus distancé f.ro~, the aesumed vortex o.nter. Thié 
plot' shÓ.a a high degree 01' rot~tiooal invarian~e. The straight 
line co~responda to ao expooential decar (2.9) w1th a slope 

m s i~ ;rs	 (5.3)
(3" a. 

"Ao analogoua behaviour has beeo found tor contigurations generated 

(	 a) ~1 = 0.5, b) ~1 • 1.0 ). soul. 
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Pig. 3. Spatial distributions of the 
a)	 action density ece. to Eq. (3.1), 
b)	 topologieal charge denaity aoo. to Eq. (3.5) 

for	 a plateau configuration with QL = -1 at ~1 = 2.0. 
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X, direçtiÇ>() 
. b) 
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In C(t.- R2.J 

2	 R2P1g. 4. a) t - as 8 tunction of X 1 and X2 ' 
b)	 In ( !~ - R~ ) as a function of the dietanoe r/a to 

the eetimatedcenter of the lattiee vortex, 
both o! them tor the event' ehown in Pig. 3 • 
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For comparison, we show in Fig. 5 the densities of action 

and topological charge and the deviation f2 - R~ for a 
QL = -2 configuration obtained at 01 = 2.0. One sees i t cLe ar
ly consisting of two separated 1umps. It is only for the caae 
b = 1 that two vortices do not have an interaction potentia1 
( cf. Eq. (2.8)). 

A dilute gas picture within the aemi-classica1 approach to 
the quantized 1+1 D Abe1ian Higgs mode1 takes for granted the 
statistical significance of vortex-antivortex configurations, 
too. In our relaxation studies we have, actual1y, observed a 
few cases where a clear p1ateau was found at values 

5L=-( IQ 1./ t 2 K) í1l- (5.4) 

The investigation of their topological charge density showed 
that K can be read as the number of (well separated) vortex
antivortex paire. Less well separated lumps 'of opposi tely 
signed topology revealed themselves by characteriatic cooling 
histories, which lower action ~ith roughly linear slope versus 
"time" t , wi thout developing a quasi-stab1e shoulder. 

Finally, we want to comment on the instab1lity of the 
lattice vortices. It ia common that along a plateau at 1east 
one of the vortices shrinks, turning finally into a dialoca
tion. Tbia ia a maximally localized excitation which, accor
ding to the topological charge definition adopted, still carriea 
one unit of charge. In Fig. 1 the step ia marked by bare where 
thie unit finally disappears. One generic dialocation ia por
trayed in Fig. 6. It livea approximately on a aingle plaquette 
and violatea atrongly the equationa if mot í.on (6disloc ~ 1.4). 

The action of this kind of dislocation can be estimated to be 

,...."., 

~ 2.36 < II L (5.5)ScliSloc 

at ~1 = 0.5. In contrast to this, n01'row excitatione which are 
sti11 appreciated by the background charge preacription Q~ 
(Eq , (3.7) with é valuea in tbe ye.t conservative range 
~ = 0.25 ~ 0.32 ) have a min1mal action diatinctly higher, 
SL ~ 2.9, a1ready close to that of maximal1y claesical lattice 
vortices. 

The 1eeson to be drawn from thia observation ia that the 

a) 
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Ias 

-.......
 
~ 
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a) background topological charge operator Q~ ia a suitable 

;/ I0.5 

Xr -

b) 

meana to avoid counting of artificial lattice configurations 
whoae Botion ia considerabl~ less than that of claseical vor
tex configurations. One expects therefore that ~n immediate 
topological characterization of equilibrium Monte-Carlo con
figurations b~ means of the background charge operator Q~ 
should give a topological suscepti~ilit~ lesa affected b~ sca
ling violations. Th1s h~ been shown to be a remed~ in the 
case of the non-linear 0(3) Gt-model /22/. 

6.	 Discussion and conclusions 

In tbe present paper we have, inspired b~ the succeS8 in 
case of the pure non-Abelian gauge theor~ /3 - 6/, Bearched 
for classical topological excitations in the lattice 2D 
Abelian Higgs modele We have considered the particular case 
b = 1 , i.e.,the border case between t~pe I and t~pe 11 in the 
language of phenomenological superconductivit~, which is 
distinguished b~ the fact that multivortices can exist non
interacting, similarl~ to the Yang-Mills multiinstantons. 

Starting from a lattice transcription of (compact U(1» 

gsuge snd charged matter fields and from a Wilson-like actio~ 

we have tried· to solve the lattice field equations (4.1) in an 
iterative w~. The presence of matter fields makes the appro
priate procedure not ea8~ to find. The mos.t suitable "cooling" 
algorithm seems to be a gentle relaxation with controllable 
global eteps. While the topolo~ encoded in the gauge field 
is exposed relativel~ early, the development of the correspon
ding Higgs field pattern needs some acceleration in order to 
escape trapping in a local minimum near- ~ = o. 

The structure of the !~ll~ dev~loped, maximall~ classical 
field configurations conforms well with expectations based on 
general properties known for classical continuum fields: 
quantization o! action acoording to the topological charge, ro
tational aymmetr~ and exponential approach to the classical 
vacuum 1~12 =!2 for single vortioes according to the scalar 

maas ms. 
In order eventuall~ tó learn about the vacuum of the quan

tized theor~ b~ this teohnique, the configurations to be cooled 
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are to be taken from a Monte-Carlo generated equilibrium 
aample. This has been done, actually, with reasonable sta
tiatics for ~1 = 0.5 and ~1 = 1.0 • Unlike the Yang-Milla 
case, where the coupling constant resides only in the sample 
to start with, the re1axation procedure and its results ~n the 
present case are explicitly dependent on ~1 due to the ba
lance of the gauge field kinetic term and the Higgs potential 
in the action (Eq. (3.4». Thus, increasing ~1 makes the 
unit of action approach í/, improvee the maximal claasicality 
and the life-time of quaai-stable configurations. Finally, the 
width of the vortices explicitly depends on 810 However, ao 
far the quantum continuum limit of this theory ia not inveati 
gated properly. In particular one does not know how the coup
ling constant(s) is (are) to be tuned with the lattice spacing. 
A Monte-Carlo renormalization study seems to be worthwhile. 
The topological "background charge distribution" ascribed to 
the Monte-Carlo parent configurations by cooling into the nea
rest quasi-stable plateau abows characteristic changes with ~1. 

For the above reasons, however, it ia useless so far to define 
a topological susceptibility and teet it for scaling. 

AlI the classica1 fields "frozen out" finally collapae in
to narrow, highly non-classical excitations with somewhat 
smaller action. They are called dialocations as long as they 
contribute one unit to the respectiva topological charge de fi 
nition. Thus; we are in the position tp define a minimal action 
of topologically active excitations which differe for different 
charge operatore. The local- one (3.5) givee a minimal action 
well below the action quantum "L ' while the use of the non
local operator (3.7) brings the m~nimal action close to ~L • 
Once it comes to a renormalization group study of the quantized 
theory, the use of the background charge operator ~ for im
mediately analysing Mont-Carlo configurations is expected to 
result in a considerably improved scaling of tbe topological 
susceptibility. This experience one should have in mind con
templating on the lattice topology of gauge fields in gene~al. 

Vortex- antivortex superpositions do not solve the conti 
nuum equations of motion. In our data, however, there are a 
few cooling histories corresponding to separated vortex-anti 
vortex paira almost aa quasi-stable as multi-vortices areo 
Le~a well aeparated pairs give rise to a peculiar pattern of 

slowed down relaxation probably due to collective motion and 
annihilation. Theae findings support the semi-classical dilute 
gas picture. 

This wo~k is meant as well aa a step towards a lattice 
study of the quantized 2D Abelian Higg8 model with emphasis 
on the topological aspects as it should sharpen the attention 
for the intrinsic problema of topological 9nalyses on the lat 
tice in general. We consider aa particular interestlng any 
evidenoe for the preaence of a vortex-antivortex background 
structure. or couraé, methods like those employed here might 
be u8oful, too, in a study of the real time flux-tube dynamics 
in type 11 8uperconductora. 
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rpYHClJllnh~~ C.. J.illhroll~pHT~ :3. -M. ,	 E2-86-615 
MIoJIJICp-TIP01\CKOP M. 
BHXPH n ADYXMOpJJO~ a~cneBo~ XHrrcoBCKOa Mo,UenH Ha pemeTKe 

tIHCJ10HIIO ll11~A13Hb' aaxpeasre lcoHqmrypaIJ;HH B yrroMHHYTOa xcnerra 
c nOMOmbW pcnsKcsU;HH Ha OCHOBe pemeTO"llHWX rronea, reHepHpoBaH
HblX MOTOAoM MOHTe-Kapno. ITonY"lIeHHbIe BHXpH HBnmDTCH rrpH6nlDKeH
HbIMH peweHHHMH peure rosnrsrx ypaBHeHHa ,UBH)l(eHHH ~ o õrranaror ,UeaCT- : 
BHeM S L Z 17 IQ LI H o,UHo3Ha"llHO orrpenerrenasne TorrOnOrH"lIeCKHM s aps 
.nOM QL' OHH axcnoaennaanr.ao crranaror K BaKYYMHhIM 3Ha"lleHHHM rro
neA. Haa,UeHW TaK)l(e BHxpeBwe-aHTHBHxpeBwe cyrreprr03HIJ;HH B COOT
BeTCTBHH c KapTHHOa pa3pe)l(eHHOrO ra3a. OT,UenbHhIe BHXPH, rrpe
Bparu;aHCb B l,UHcnOKaU;HH", B xo,Ue penaKCaIJ;HH HC"lIe3aroT. HenOKanb
Hoe orrpe,UeneHHe TorrOnOrH"lIeCKorO 3apH,Ua, B OTnlf"llHe OT nOKaJIb
aor-o , oKa3bIBaeTCH He"llYBCTBHTenbHbIM OTHOCHTenbHO ,UHcnOKaIJ;H:H. 

Pa60Ta BwrronHeHa B na60paTopHH BhI"lIHCnHTenbHOa TeXHHKH 
H aBTOMaTH3au;HH OHHH. 

Ilpenpaar Oõsenaaeaaoro HHcTHTYTa xnepasrx accnenoaaaxã. Ilyõaa 1986 

Grunewald S., Ilgenfritz E.-M., E2-86-615 
Müller-Preussker M. 
Lattice Vortices in the Two-Dimensional 
Abelian Higgs Model 

We generate and identify multi-vortices of the 2D Abelian 
Higgs model on a finite lattice by relaxation of Monte-Carlo 
equilibrium configurations. The lattice vortices have actiop 
and a uniquely defined topological charge corresponding to 
the continuum ones. They exhibit the expected exponential de
cay behaviour and satisfy approximately the classical equa
tions of motion. Vortex-antivortex superpositions are seen as 
well, supporting the di lute gas picture. Single vortices fi 
nally relax into "dislocations" and dissappear. A background 
charge construction turns out nearly insensitive with respect 
to dislocations. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Computing Techniques and Automation, JINR. 
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